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The Richardson House Refurbishment 

2020 started off with the continuance of the 

renovations to Richardson House.  We all got used to 

living with the dulcet sounds of sanders, jack 

hammers and saws, not to mention the many bodies 

in Hi-Viz gear that were getting about the place. 

The renovations were completed in May 2020, leaving Richardson House with 

a new fresh look. 

It was a huge undertaking involving the total rebuilding of 18 bathrooms, the 

widening of 18 doorways, fresh paint and flooring throughout, and a lovely 

new front entrance door. 

The new look was topped off with some new shelving and home wares and 

later on in the year a lovely new set of lounge chairs for the lounge area. 

 



It must be magic! 

Back in February we were treated 

to a visit from Troppo Bob “the 

ultranormalist”. 

We were joined, not only by the 

Residents of Garvin House, but 

also by the Kindergarten class 

from Barraba Central School. 

Everyone enjoyed the magical 

antics of Troppo Bob, and 

watching the reactions of 

the children made a great 

event even more special. 

 

History - the term “magic” derives from the Greek word mageia.  One of the earliest known 

books to explain magic secrets was written in 1584 and was created by Reginal Scot to stop 

people from being killed by witchcraft.  During the 17th century, many books were 

published describing magic tricks, and magic shows at fairs were a popular source of 

entertainment.  Towards the end of the 19th century, large magic shows permanently 

staged at big theatres became the norm,  and then in the 20th century became a popular 

form of entertainment on TV. 

The Magic Circle is a British organization dedicated to promoting and advancing the art of 

magic.  Founded in 1905, the motto of the society is the Latin indocillis private loqui, which 

the club claims to mean “not apt to disclose secrets”.  Members give their word not to 

willfully disclose magic secrets other than to bona fide students of magic.  Anyone breaking 

this or any other rule may be expelled from the Circle. 



What a Classic! 

February also saw many of our Residents board the day Centre bus and travel to Bingara to 

meet with Residents from Touriandi Lodge at the Roxy Café to attend a concert by Classical 

Guitarist Paul Leventhel.   

The concert was held as part of Senior’s week celebrations and Paul’s talented 

performance was enjoyed by everyone. 

Following the concert everyone indulged in lunch at the Roxy Café tucking into some 

delectable delights while enjoying the atmosphere of the historic surroundings. 

The Roxy Theatre operated as a cinema until 
1958, after which it was closed and lay 
dormant and untouched for forty years. In 
May 2004, the magnificent theatre was 
faithfully restored to its original splendour 
and was re-opened to the public as a cinema, 
performing arts venue and multi-purpose 
function centre. 

The theatre embraces some of the most 

striking original art deco architecture in New 

South Wales and it still contains the original 

fixtures and fittings, including the ornate 

stucco plaster, paintwork and coloured lights 

from 1936. 



To the Flowers 

Bright little day stars 

Scattered all over the earth, 

Ye drape the house of mourning 

And ye deck the hall of mirth. 

 

Ye are gathered to grace the ballroom, 

Ye are borne to the house of prayer, 

Ye wither upon the snowy shroud, 

Ye fade in the bride’s jeweled hair. 

 

Ye are relics of bygone ages, 

From Eden inherited 

To gladden the homes of the living, 

And mourn the graves of the dead 

 

Martha Lavinia Hoffman 

The much needed rain has seen a 

flourish in the garden and we 

have been able to enjoy some 

beautiful blooms. 

A big thank you to our green 

thumbs Athol and Kate for their 

tireless work in the sensory 

garden where splashes of colour 

are appearing regularly. 



Theme Days 

Our lifestyle ladies have organized a variety of “theme” days over the last twelve months to 

help keep everyone entertained. These have included 

Tropical Day   St Patrick’s Day  Old Fashioned Day  Easter 

Ladies Day   Crazy Hair Day  Pyjama Day   Everything English 

Christmas in July  Italian Day  Glamour Day   Teddy Bear’s Picnic 

Pink Ribbon Day  Melbourne Cup Gangsters and Flappers  

The kitchen staff have also been in on the act preparing food to match the theme (who 

could forget Italian Day!!!!) and we have enjoyed having discussions based around the 

themes and learning interesting facts along the way. 
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Pyjama Day 

On a cold morning in June everyone turned up to breakfast in their furry dressing gowns 

and pyjamas and tucked into a breakfast of hot chocolates, fluffy coffees, scrambled eggs, 

bacon, tomatoes and hash browns.   

Did you know that the word Pyjama comes from the Hindi “pae jama” 

or “pai jama” meaning leg clothing and it’s usage dates back to the 

Ottoman Empire?  The worldwide use of pyjamas in fact is a direct 

result of British presence in India in the 18th and 19th centuries, and 

the Imperial influence in the West at the time.  Pyjamas were first 

introduced in Britain in the 17th Century. 

The liberation of the pyjama can in many ways be associated with the 

liberation of women, with pioneers in both fashion, and feminism 

making brave pyjama based statements with Coco Chanel leading the 

way.  The French designer and fashion influencer was often snapped 

in pyjamas, accessorised with her signature pearls. 

Everything English 

Now the English know how to do cold weather food and everyone indulged in Victorian 

Sponge, beef casserole with scalloped potatoes, smashed peas and honeyed carrots for 

lunch, followed by Queen Anne Pudding for dessert.  If that wasn’t enough afternoon tea 

consisted of Scones Jam and Cream and Baileys Irish Cream. 

It wouldn’t be a theme day at Richardson House without dress ups so everyone channelled 

Elton John donning crazy glasses and hats for the occasion.  



Italian Day 

We went for a culture change and celebrated Italy for one of our theme days.  We took a 

holiday to Italy (via the internet —the only way to travel during a pandemic).  Our 

Registered Nurse Gloria had travelled to Italy and did a presentation of her holiday snaps 

and enlightened everyone with some first hand information. 

Deb weaved her magic again and served up an amazing feast of Pizza, spaghetti 

bolognaise, fettuccini and garlic bread topped off with Tiramisu. 

With everyone approaching a food coma, the afternoon was spent watching the classic 

movie “Roman Holiday”  





Some interesting facts about Italy 

• The name Italy comes from the word italia, meaning “calf land,” perhaps because the bull was a 

symbol of the Southern Italian tribes.[4] 

• Italy is said to have more masterpieces per square mile than any other country in the world  

• In 2007, a dog named Rocco discovered a truffle in Tuscany that weighed 3.3 pounds. It sold at auc-

tion for $333,000 (USD), a world record for a truffle 

• Italians claim to have taught the rest of Europe how to cook. Italy is responsible for introducing the 

world to ice cream (via the Chinese), coffee, and fruit pies. In addition to Belgium and France, Italy 

also claims to have made the first French fries. The first Italian cookbook was written in 1474 by Bar-

tolomeo Sicci.  

• No other country in Europe has as many volcanoes as Italy. This is because the Italian peninsula 

stands on a fault line. Three major volcanoes (Etna, Stromboli, and Vesuvius) have erupted in the 

last hundred years.  

• The capital of Italy is Rome (also known as the Eternal City) and is almost 3,000 years old. It has 

been the capital since 1871 and is home to the Dome of St. Peter's, the Sistine Chapel, the Coliseum, 

and the famous Trevi Fountain  

• Italian Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simon (1475-1564) was once thought to have painted in 

sombre shades, but after his frescos on the Sistine Chapel were cleaned, it was discovered that he 

actually painted in bright colours, such as purples, greens, and pinks. Centuries of dirt and smoke 

from candles had toned down the bright colours. Some art historians argued that the restorers went 

too far in their cleaning efforts and removed the dark shadows Michelangelo intended.  

• In 1454, a real human chess game took place in Marostica, Italy. Rather than fight a bloody duel, the 

winner of the chess game would win the hand of a beautiful girl. To commemorate the event, each 

September in even-numbered years, the town’s main piazza becomes a life-sized chess board  

• Influenced in part by the French flag, the Italian flag has evolved over several hundred years. The 

flag is vertically divided into three equal sections of green, white, and red, representing hope, faith, 

and charity. Another interpretation is that the green represents the Italian landscape, white repre-

sents the snow-capped Alps, and red represents the bloodshed that brought about the independ-

ence of Italy  

• Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was an Italian-born scientist. When he argued that the Earth revolved 

around the Sun, the Catholic Church imprisoned Galileo in his own house. The Church issued a for-

mal apology in 1992.  

• The Arabs brought dried pasta to Italy in the thirteenth century (though fresh pasta was made be-

fore then). It was commonly eaten with honey and sugar; tomato sauce was not added until the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The old-fashioned way of eating pasta was with the fingers, 

arm held high and head tilted back. Pasta traditionally was made by the mother of the household, 

who passed the precious technique to her daughters. There are currently more than 500 different 

types of pasta eaten in Italy today  

 

Thank you to the Fact Retriever website.  

https://www.factretriever.com/ice-cream-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/coffee-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/france-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/rome-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/world-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/sun-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/sugar-facts
https://www.factretriever.com/mother-facts


TROPICAL DAY 

St Patrick’s Day 

EASTER 
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Coronavirus—messages home to loved ones 

As Government regulations limited the contact we were able to have with 

family and friends, we used the power of the internet to send messages to 

those we hold dear. 
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 Our dynamic duo have been working 

their way through many jigsaws 

during 2020.  It always helps to have a 

second pair of eyes to help look for 

that elusive piece. 

The first jigsaw puzzle was created by 

a map engraver called John Spilsbury, 

in 1762.  He mounted one of his 

master maps onto wood and then cut 

around the countries.  He gave it to 

children in the local school to help 

them with their geography education. 

Some of our Residents rolled up their sleeves and got 

their hands dirty making a succulent planter.  Despite 

being low maintenance they looked a million dollars. 

While nearly half of all succulent species come from arid 

regions of Southern Africa, they can be found in every 

continent with the exception of Antarctica.  They also 

grow in a variety of climates from mountain regions to 

tropical rainforests. 

One interesting fact about succulents is that they 

“breathe” at night.  Succulents open their pores at night 

releasing oxygen and close these during the day to limit 

the amount of water lost to evaporation, whereas most 

other plants do this the opposite way. 



Unfortunately due to COVID-19 we were unable to attend 

Anzac or Remembrance Day ceremonies this year.  However in 

true ANZAC tradition we improvised, overcame and adapted 

and held our own services here at Richardson House.   

The first official Anzac Day was held in 1916, with the first 

Dawn Service being held in 1923. 

The War Memorial Clock in Barraba 

was unveiled on Armistice Day in 

1924 and cost over £1000.   The 

memorial stands 30ft high and was 

built by Mr Myers and Mr York.  

 









Knitting for a good cause 

Some of our wonderful Residents put their skills to work in 2020 and have been creating 
knitted items for Miracle Babies. Miracle Babies Foundation is Australia’s leading 
organisation supporting premature and sick newborns, their families and the hospitals that 
care for them. We received this lovely letter and certificate of appreciation for the work 
done by our knitters.  

How lovely to have our elders supporting the newest (and tiniest) members of the 
community! 

 



 

100 years young! 

2020 saw Joyce celebrate her 100th Birthday. Unfortunately the COVID-19 Pandemic 

interrupted her party plans, so the staff of Richardson House organised a surprise in the 

form of a “Cavalcade of Cars” where well-wishers were able to drive past and give their 

wishes to Joyce for her milestone birthday. 

Despite the weather not playing nicely, there was still a large turnout with some decorating 

their cars with balloons and streamers.  Even Peter Salter brought his beloved vintage cars 

out in the rain!  Joyce, seated on a throne fit for a Queen, was able to greet and have a chat 

with all those that turned out. 

The Northern Daily Leader and ABC Radio turned up to take footage of the parade and 

interview Joyce about the day.  ABC Radio later shared a video of the event which was 

viewed thousands of times and received well wishes from as far away as Dublin in Ireland.  

 Recently the ABC New England North West re-shared the video listing it as one of their 

“Best of 2020”. 



Christmas in July 

So COVID thought it was going to stop us from having fun. WRONG!!! We celebrated 

Christmas in July and what a lovely day we had. Whilst we do not wish to detract from the 

real meaning of Christmas, the day was about sharing the joy of family, friendship and 

happiness. Admittedly the baked turkey, roast pork & vegetables with cranberry and apple 

sauce followed by sago plum pudding with Bayleys infused custard tantalised the 

tastebuds! It was so nice to be able to enjoy a traditional hot Christmas meal when the 

weather was cold outside, not 40 degrees! 

Morning tea & Happy Hour singing merry melodies this afternoon saw Residents indulging 

in fluffy coffees, ‘Egg nots’, White Christmas, fruit cake, Xmas bikkies and very ‘rummy’ 

rumballs! You need to be able to taste the rum right?!  



Cassie was kind enough to bring in her 

Daschund to see everyone for an afternoon.  

Many cuddles and pats were had by everyone. 

There are scientific studies that show that pets 

can be extremely beneficial.  Pets, especially 

dogs and cats, can reduce stress, anxiety, and 

depression.  Touch between a human and a dog 

or cat can have therapeutic benefits such as 

patting a dog can trigger the release of the 

bonding hormone oxytocin.  Feeling fur can 

also lower your heart rate and blood pressure, 

and help your body release a relaxation 

hormone while cutting down on levels of a 

stress hormone.  The pet in question also thinks 

it’s pretty awesome as well. 





Glamour Day 

To lift our moods we decided to glam up.  

Everyone embraced their inner model and 

strutted their stuff for Glamour Day.  At first the 

Residents were a bit unsure about what Kylie 

and Helen had planned but soon embraced it 

and had a ball.  Your family and friends loved 

seeing these amazing photos of you all on 

Facebook.  You were all worthy of a magazine 

cover! 







And last but not least, COVID-19  

We would like to thank you all for your understanding and support while we have been 

navigating the various Government guidelines surrounding COVID-19.  This has had a huge 

impact on you all, but you have taken it in your stride and Jo, Vickie and all the staff would 

like to say a big thank you to Residents and their families for their assistance during this 

time. 

Rather than dwell on the negatives, we thought we would share some good news stories 

that have come out of the pandemic. 

• Venice canals, usually bogged down with tourists in gondolas and motorboats are 

now crystal clear. Those who venture out into the city and peer down into the water 

may even see little silver fish swimming around the city's famous canals have never 

been cleaner, according to many reports  

• Satellite images have shown a dramatic decline in pollution levels over China, which is 

"at least partly" due to factories shutting down in response to the coronavirus, US 

space agency Nasa says. Chinese cities like Beijing and Shanghai often blanketed in 

thick smog are now seeing rare blue skies.   

• In Italy, where citizens have been in lockdown, impromptu mass singing and dance-

alongs have been taking place via balconies. While community members cannot be 

physically together, people all across the country have been keeping there spirits up 

by coming together in song.   

• Across Spain, it was organised via social media for people to give a round of applause 

in gratitude to health workers on the frontline of the coronavirus crisis. Families came 

out onto balconies, others reached out of windows to cheer and clap amid shouts of 

"Viva los medicos" - Long Live Doctors!.  

• Neighbourhood Facebook groups are popping up all over Australia with people shar-

ing messages of support and local information with those who live nearby. Many of 

these groups have circulated a note, to print out and drop into letterboxes on their 

street, offering help in the form of picking up shopping, urgent supplies, posting 

letters or even just a friendly phone call.  

• After Disneyland shut down, they donated all their extra food to a food bank for 

needy people, in Orange, Ohio  

 

http://www.radio.com/news/disneyland-is-closing-due-to-coronavirus
http://www.radio.com/blogs/dallas/disneyland-donating-excess-food-during-closure


•  In Matoba, Far North Queensland, two best friends aged 4 

and 6 have used their pocket money and coins from the 

'tooth fairy' to buy toilet paper and tissues. With precious 

cargo in cart they headed down neighbouring streets giving 

out loo paper and tissues to elderly residents and those in 

need.  

• 99 year old war veteran, Captain Tom Moore, has raised over 

£16 million pounds for the UK’s National Health Service after 

walking 100 laps of his garden before his 100th birthday. 

• After Zoos closing due to the pandemic, two giant pandas 

have finally mated after being roommates for 13 years!   

(Apparently all they needed was a little bit of privacy) 

• A lady in Colorado trained her Golden Retriever to deliver groceries and meals to her 71 

year old neighbour so that she could help without fear of exposing him to the virus.   

• A team of Canadian High Schoolers created a hotline that plays recorded messages of 

positivity, jokes, stories, guided meditations and educational messages. 

 

And my absolute favourite 

• The Getty museum in Los Angeles put out  a challenge on Social Media for it’s followers 

to recreate famous works of art using only people and objects from their home.  The 

responses were amazing  and ranged from the hilarious to the impressive.   





And here comes 2021! 

Everyone was crossing their fingers and hoping for a magical switch to go off at midnight 

on the 31st of December to make everything go back to normal, unfortunately it wasn’t to 

be.  However the New Year brings developments of vaccines and hopefully and eventual 

return to some semblance of normal.   

Fortunately season wise we are looking pretty good.  It has been a much cooler December/

January than last year and we are all enjoying the green that is gracing the ground and 

trees (although those having to do the lawn mowing may disagree!). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richardson House Newsletter 

 

We will be endeavouring to produce a newsletter on a bimonthly basis.  If you have any 

suggestions for anything that you would like included in the newsletter, or if you have any 

family or friends that would like to receive a copy please let us know. 

 

Until next time…. 

Helen Rixon 

Editor 


